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SOLUTION

OF A PROBLEM

OF LEON HENKIN1

M. H. LOB

If l: is any standard formal system adequate for recursive
PROBLEM.
number theory,a formula(having a certain integerq as its G6del number)
can be constructedwhich expresses the proposition that the formulawith
Gbdel numberq is provable in S. Is this formulaprovable or independent
in F,? [2].
One approach to this problem is discussed by Kreisel in [4]. However, he
still leaves open the question whetherthe formula (Ex) iB(x, a), with Gbdelnumbera, is provable or not. Here 58(x,y) is the number-theoreticpredicate
which expresses the propositionthat x is the number of a formalproof of
the formula with G6del-numbery.
In this note we present a solution of the previous problem with respect
to the system Zo [3] pp. 289-294, and, more generally,with respect to any
system whose set of theoremsis closed under the rules of inferenceof the
firstorder predicate calculus, and satisfies the subsequent five conditions,
and in which the functionB(k,1) used below is definable.
The notation and terminologyis in the main that of [3] pp. 306-326,
viz. if W is a formulaof Z,, containingno freevariables, whose G6del number
stands for (Ex) 56(x,a) (read: the formula with Gbdel
is a, then ({I})
numbera is provable in Z,,); if Wis a formulaof Zo containinga freevariable,
y say, t({?}) stands for (Ex)93(x, g(y)), where g(y) is a recursive function
such that foran arbitrarynumeral n the value of g(n) is the G6del number
of the formula obtained from W by substitutingn for y in W throughout.
We shall, however, depart trivially from [3] in writing 0(n), where n is
an arbitrarynumeral, for (Ex)93(x, n).
In [3] (loc. cit.) the followingfour conditions are shown to be satisfied
by the predicate e8 (m, n) of Z4,.
I. For any formulae G and SE, the formula
U({

P805

[e(}Z({X})]

is a theorem.
II. If the formula? is derivable fromthe formula i;, then the formula
is a theorem.
Received April 19, 1954.
1 The substance of this note was contained in a lecture held at the International
Congress of Mathematicians, Amsterdam, 1954.
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III.

If /(x) is a recursiveterm,then the formula
Ax)=0 O- 0({/(x)=)

is a theorem.
IV. If the formula? is provable,so is the formula9({3}).
In addition,we requirethe followingcondition.
V. For any formula A, the formula
939(MW)

is a theorem.
Proofof V. From the axiom-schema
A(y)

and II we see that

})
011d{W)

(Ex)A(x)
__lEx)A (X)}),

0({A (y)))

and henceby the predicatecalculus
(Ex) t ({A (x)})

({(Ex)A4 (x)}),

-

are formaltheorems.
ReplacingA (x) by 1(x)=0, where/(x) is a recursiveterm,we obtainthe
theorem
(a)

(Ex)

-

(f/(x)-O}))

--

b ({(Ex) (1(x)=O)}).

From III we prove by the predicatecalculus the formula
(Ex) (f(x) = ) -*(Ex)

-

({f(x) = }) .

and thence,in conjunctionwith (a), obtain the theorem
(Ex) (1(x)=0)

(b)

--

S({(Ex) (1(x)=O)}).

Since, moreover,the formulat({W}) (i.e. (Ex)9(x, a), where a is the
Gbdelnumberof St) is of the form(Ex)(f(x)=0), V follows.
If
is a theorem.

THEOREM.2
e

S

is any formnlasuch that9

-({

+)

is a theorem,then

X

COROLLARY. The particular formula S of Henkin's problem,which is
the same as ({a}), is a theorem.
Proof. Let S be a formula such that

G({})

-

is a theorem.

(i) Let B(k,1) be the functionsuch that,if f is the G6del numberof an
expressionSt,the value of B(f,I) is the G6del numberof the expression
by I.
obtainedfromA by replacingthe variablea throughout
2
In a previous version of this note the method of proof was applied specifically
to Henkin's problem. The present more general formulationof our result was suggested by the referee.
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By means of the functionB(k,1) we can construct3a formula St which
has the form
For consider the formula 9(B(a, a)) -? S. Let its Gbdel number be f. Then
the formula0(J(f,f)) -C S has the Gddel number@(f,
f). So if i is the
f),
.
form
F,
has
the
formula with Gbdel number
then Z
-({'}) (ii) If i is a theorem,so is S. For if i is a theorem,so is -({X}) accordingto IV, and then e is obtainedsimplyby modusponens.
(iii) The argumentof (ii) may be formalizedto obtain a formalproof
of the formula
--({e}C)-

CM})

For let i be the formula9 ({Z}) -i S of (i).
Now the formula
0({8({'})}) & C({9({Z}) -+c})
is easilyseen to be provableby an applicationof I. But by (i) the second
conjunctiveclause in the antecedentof (c) may be writtenin the form
93({Z}). Hence (c) reducesto the provableformula
0({t({Z})}) & 0({Z})
(d)
(c)

-+

-+

From (d) we obtain the provabilityof

(e)

({t})

->

({"})

by V.

that ({e})
(iv) Now we makeuse ofourhypothesis
that
information
the
combiningit with (e) to obtain

-;

S is a theorem,

is a theorem,i.e. S is a theoremby (i).
(v) Since ? is provable(iv), we use (ii) to concludethat e is a theorem.
This completesthe proof.
The methodused in the previousproofleads to a new derivationof
paradoxesin naturallanguage.4For let A be any sentence,and let B be the
sentence
"If thissentenceis true,thenso is A."
Now we easilysee that,ifB is true,thenso is A. That is, B is true.Hence,
A is-true. WN'e
have thus shownthat everysentenceis true.
It is worthnoticing,perhaps,thatthisparadoxis derivedwithoutusing
of
available as a test of inconsistency
the word "not".4 It is therefore
formalsystemswhichdo not containa symbolfornegation.
3 This type of construction was originated by Godel in [1].
4 At the referee's suggestion.
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